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what is a cluster definition from techtarget Apr 18 2024

in a computer system a cluster is a group of servers and other resources that act like a single system and enable

high availability load balancing and parallel processing these systems can range from a two node system of two

personal computers pcs to a supercomputer that has a cluster architecture

cluster definition meaning merriam webster Mar 17 2024

the meaning of cluster is a number of similar things that occur together how to use cluster in a sentence

the cluster steven universe wiki fandom Feb 16 2024

the cluster is a massive cluster gem buried inside of the earth s core that was first mentioned in jail break and first

seen in gem drill it is composed of millions of gem shards and in its emerged form would be larger than the earth it

assisted steven in bubbling itself in gem drill

what is clustering ibm Jan 15 2024

clustering is an unsupervised machine learning algorithm that organizes and classifies different objects data points or

observations into groups or clusters based on similarities or patterns there are a variety of ways to use clustering in

machine learning from initial explorations of a dataset to monitoring ongoing processes

what is a cluster princeton research computing Dec 14 2023

photo by kevin abbey the computational systems made available by princeton research computing are for the most

part clusters each computer in the cluster is called a node the term node comes from graph theory and we

commonly talk about two types of nodes head node and compute nodes

cluster english meaning cambridge dictionary Nov 13 2023

cluster definition 1 a group of similar things that are close together sometimes surrounding something 2 a group

learn more



cluster definition meaning dictionary com Oct 12 2023

cluster definition a number of things of the same kind growing or held together a bunch see examples of cluster

used in a sentence

cluster analysis wikipedia Sep 11 2023

outline of machine learning v t e cluster analysis or clustering is the task of grouping a set of objects in such a way

that objects in the same group called a cluster are more similar in some specific sense defined by the analyst to

each other than to those in other groups clusters

galaxy groups and clusters wikipedia Aug 10 2023

clusters of galaxies rich scattering of galaxies was captured by the mpg eso telescope clusters are larger than

groups although there is no sharp dividing line between the two when observed visually clusters appear to be

collections of galaxies held together by mutual gravitational attraction

what is clustering coursera Jul 09 2023

clustering is a technique used in data analysis to organize data into clusters based on similar features the idea is

that similar data are in each cluster showing natural grouping within the data you can choose to cluster based on

different types of attributes like color size or type

clusters institute for strategy and competitiveness Jun 08 2023

a cluster is a geographic concentration of related companies organizations and institutions in a particular field that

can be present in a region state or nation clusters arise because they raise a company s productivity which is

influenced by local assets and the presence of like firms institutions and infrastructure that surround it

star clusters inside the universe s stellar collections May 07 2023

star clusters are groups of stars that share an origin forming at roughly the same time and location and are tied

together by gravity for up to millions or even billions of years stars are born within clouds of gas and dust when the

conditions are just right gravity causes this gas primarily hydrogen and dust to collapse



an overview of cluster computing geeksforgeeks Apr 06 2023

cluster computing is a collection of tightly or loosely connected computers that work together so that they act as a

single entity the connected computers execute operations all together thus creating the idea of a single system the

clusters are generally connected through fast local area networks lans cluster computing

cluster definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Mar 05 2023

a cluster is a small group of people or things when you and your friends huddle awkwardly around the snack table at

a party whispering and trying to muster enough nerve to hit the dance floor you ve formed a cluster cluster comes to

us from the old english word clyster meaning bunch nowadays you can use cluster as either a noun or a verb

clusters gaps peaks outliers video khan academy Feb 04 2023

about transcript this lesson explores the features of distributions in data sets like clusters gaps and peaks we learn

how to identify outliers which are data points far from the rest we also discuss how to spot peaks and clusters in

data questions tips thanks want to join the conversation log in sort by top voted olivia vilner

the cluster their symbolism explained steven universe Jan 03 2023

the cluster their symbolism explained steven universe youtube fundraiser nerdwire 453k subscribers subscribed 3k

75k views 3 years ago stevenuniverse cluster diamondauthority

messier 13 the hercules cluster nasa science Dec 02 2022

hercules object type globular cluster like shiny flakes sparkling in a snow globe over 100 000 stars whirl within the

globular cluster m13 one of the brightest star clusters visible from the northern hemisphere

what is a kubernetes cluster k8s cluster explained aws Nov 01 2022

a kubernetes k8s cluster is a group of computing nodes or worker machines that run containerized applications

containerization is a software deployment and runtime process that bundles an application s code with all the files

and libraries it needs to run on any infrastructure



cluster definition in the cambridge english dictionary Sep 30 2022

cluster verb i usually adv prep us ˈklʌs tɚ uk ˈklʌs tə r of a group of similar things or people to form a group

sometimes by surrounding something or someone or to make something do this cluster around people clustered

around the bulletin board to read the test scores

what is clustering machine learning google for developers Aug 30 2022

social network analysis search result grouping medical imaging image segmentation anomaly detection after

clustering each cluster is assigned a number called a cluster id
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